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By the year 2050 the United States popula-
tion will increase by half, with 70% living in 
a megaregion (Regional Plan Association, 
2006). These numbers emphasize the critical 
link between large-scale territorial expansion 
and the prospects for successful urbanism. 
Currently 11 megaregions exist in the U.S., 
each bound together by a unique mixture of 
demographics, infrastructure, culture, and 
environment. As each megaregion grows, it 
must identify and leverage critical infrastruc-
tures that are capable of binding geographies 
and increasing efficiencies. This project spec-
ulates about one such strategy for the emerg-
ing megaregion known as the Texas Triangle.

The Texas Triangle is an expanding megare-
gion that boasts 5 of the 10 fastest growing 
cities in the U.S. including Dallas, Fort Worth, 
San Antonio, Austin and Houston (Carlyle, 
2015). The population of the 36 largest urban 
areas in Texas is projected to double from 18 
to 36 million by 2050. This circumstance also 
doubles the land area given current densi-
ties, which average 2600 people per square 
mile. This residential concentration falls well 
below the level necessary to support invest-
ments in mass transit and high speed rail. As 
population in the Texas Triangle grows and 
geographies expand, the megaregion has the 
opportunity to re-organize itself along a high 
speed rail corridor. Rail infrastructure cer-
tainly has an uncertain political future in the 
United States. Still, the possibilities that the 
infrastructure offers to bind territories like the 
Texas Triangle are difficult to ignore. So what 
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would it take to implement high-speed rail in 
Texas? And how would it restructure growth 
in the megaregion?

This project seeks to answer these two ques-
tions, concentrating all projected population 
gains for the 36 largest urbanized areas in 
Texas into a continuous megaregional corri-
dor, supported by high speed rail infrastruc-
ture. The rail corridor consists of 12 stations, 
all residing within the Texas Triangle. 4 of the 
stations are located within the major urban-
ized areas of Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston 
and San Antonio. The plan calls for these cit-
ies to absorb the projected growth through 
increased density rather than geographic 
expansion. This is accommodated through a 
mix of infill development and mass transit. 
The remaining 8 stations, which absorb all 
projected growth from the outlying areas, are 
placed in existing smaller urban areas within 
the Texas Triangle. These sites are trans-
formed into Transit-Oriented-Developments 
with densities of approximately 9,000 peo-
ple per square mile, which approximates the 
residential concentration in Santa Monica, 
California. The plan ultimately doubles the 
population with no increase in land area.
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